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THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL (CSM)
 First step in project planning is to ask
– “What do we know about the site?”
 The answer to that question is
– The Conceptual Site Model (CSM)
• Basic understanding of site
• Dynamic model
– Updated throughout the project
• Supports project planning and
communication
– At start and end of each restoration phase
 Without a sound preliminary CSM
– We don’t know our data gaps/needs
– We can’t plan our project effectively
 CSM is also how we present results
– How has the CSM changed?
– What data gaps have we filled?
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 The CSM is THE common element
that runs through all MMRP phases
– It starts being pulled together during
the SI…
– And may be updated throughout
every phase until Site Closeout
 Detail and accuracy increases as
project advances through CERCLA
phases

CSM Detail and Accuracy

THE CSM – THE CORE OF THE PROJECT
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CSM COMPONENTS – PROFILES
 Facility Profile
– Site history, site boundaries, man-made
features, and potential contaminant sources
 Physical Profile
– Natural factors that may affect contaminant
release, fate and transport, or accessibility
 Release Profile
– Types of contaminants
– Known/suspected locations of MEC or MC
 Land Use and Exposure Profile
– Land uses and activities
– Exposure scenarios
• Receptors, receptor locations, and pathways
 Ecological and Cultural Resources Profile
– Natural habitats and ecological receptors
– Cultural resources
 Vertical Profile
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CSM – FACILITY PROFILE
 Site location, size and ownership
 Concise history of the use, storage,
and disposal of munitions and other
hazardous substances at the site
– Before, during, and post-DoD use (to
present)
 Identification of munitions and
hazardous substances known or
suspected to be present
– MEC and MC
 Concise summary of relevant findings
from previous investigations
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CSM – PHYSICAL PROFILE
 Topography and vegetation
 Geologic and hydrogeologic setting
– Soil, bedrock, groundwater
 Climate
 Sensitive resources
– Endangered species/sensitive habitats
– Cultural resources
 Physical access limitations
– Are there inaccessible areas that may
impact the investigation?
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CSM – RELEASE PROFILE
 Description and locations of known or
suspected areas where MEC were
handled, used, stored, or disposed
– e.g., targets, maneuver areas, storage
facilities or OB/OD areas
 Current understanding of location and
distribution of munitions and hazardous
substances
– Horizontal AND vertical
– Affected environmental media
– Anomaly densities?
 Evaluation of prior land-disturbing
activities that may have redistributed
MEC
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CSM – LAND USE AND EXPOSURE PROFILE
 Current and reasonably anticipated
future site uses
– Include ownership and zoning
 Neighboring land uses
 Current and reasonably anticipated
future receptors
– Including related activities and
frequencies
 Access and land use restrictions
 Potentially complete exposure
pathways
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CSM – ECOLOGICAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES PROFILE
 Primary ecological or cultural use(s) of
the area(s) and degree of disturbance
 Ecological receptors and habitat types
– Endangered or threatened species
– Migratory animals
– Other species
 Sensitive environments
– Habitat types (wetland, forest,
desert, pond, etc.), size, and quality
 Cultural resource areas
 Relationship of releases to ecological
or cultural areas
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CSM – VERTICAL PROFILE
 The vertical profile is critical
– MEC depths
• Estimated and results-based
– Seed depths
– Instrument detection depths
• Reliable and maximum
– Land use depths
• Current and future
– RAO depths
• For FSs and Remedial Actions
 Consider vertical profile data needs
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CSM – DATA SOURCES
 Starting point
– PAs, SIs, and other reports provide useful initial data
• These should not be the only sources used
• Imperative to verify old data
 Additional sources
– Other records searches, including online databases
– Personnel and property owner interviews
– Local safety officials
– For military installations, contact base historian, real
property and range managers
– Historical ground and aerial photographs may be
obtained from installations or military archives
– Common Operations, Range Operations, and
Installation Reports
– Site visits
 Also use SPP meetings!
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CSM – EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
 CSM identifies exposure pathways
 Exposure pathways have 4 elements
– A source or release of contamination
– An environmental transport
mechanism and/or exposure medium
– An exposure point
• At which the receptor can come into
contact with the contamination
– A receptor and a likely route of
exposure at the exposure point
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CSM – EXPOSURE PATHWAYS, CONT’D.
Exposure Pathway Element

Example for MEC

Example for MC

Source or release of
contamination

WWII range training resulted in
MEC (UXO) being present at a
former target area

WWII OB/OD area operations
resulted in MC being present at
a former disposal area

Environmental transport
mechanism and/or exposure
medium

The MEC are present in the soil
at the former target area

The MC are initially in soil, but
then migrate to groundwater

Exposure point at which the
receptor can come into contact
with the contamination

A recreational hiking trail passes The contaminated groundwater
through the former target area
is used as drinking water by a
local subdivision

Receptor and a likely route of
exposure at the exposure point

A hiker encounters and then
picks up a surface MEC item

A resident in the subdivision
drinks the water
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CSM – EXPOSURE PATHWAYS, CONT’D.
 To identify exposure pathways, you
can think of the CSM as layers
– Potential MEC/MC contamination
– Exposure media
– Receptors and activities
 Look at the receptors who might be
exposed to contaminants in different
media
– Shows potential exposure pathways
 This helps to focus the investigation
and, later in the project, the basis for
the risk assessment
 Can also be presented in a GIS
14

Receptors and Activities
(Land Use Layer)

Exposure Media Layer

MEC/MC Contamination Layer

Base Map
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CSM – EXPOSURE PATHWAYS, CONT’D.
 Exposure pathways can also identify
which media need to be sampled
– Which pathways should be
evaluated for this site?
MC in surface water
Ecological exposures typically
addressed under other media
MC in surface soil

MC in groundwater
MEC in surface and subsurface soil
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CSM – DATA GAP IDENTIFICATION
 Identifying what we know about a site
also helps us to clarify what we
DON’T know
– i.e., data gaps
 Coupled with what we know about
potential exposure pathways, this
helps us focus on what we NEED to
know
– i.e., data needs
 And that supports the creation of data
quality objectives, or DQOs
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MIND THE GAP
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL
 CSM contains a lot of information
– Varies in content and level of detail
– Depends on site complexity
 There are multiple ways to present the
CSM information
– A simple figure or narrative may be
sufficient for a simple site
– Most sites are more complex
• Written narrative
• Tables, maps, diagrams, & crosssections
• Other graphics
 What is the best way?
– ALL OF THEM
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Narrative – Text
– Written description of site conditions
• Based on profile information
– Summary of information
• Contaminants
• Receptors
• Activities
• Exposure routes
– Advantages
• Describes all details
– Disadvantages
• No spatial element
• Not as easy to follow
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Narrative – Table
– CSM elements in columns
• Contaminants
• Receptors/activities
• Exposure routes
– Advantages
• Describes key details
• Easier to follow
– Disadvantages
• Not as detailed
• No spatial element
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Pictorial
– Locations of
• Contaminant locations
• Receptors/activities
• Exposure routes
– Advantages
• Easy to understand
• Presents spatial data
• Useful for presenting the
CSM to stakeholders
– Disadvantages
• Limited details
• Can be overly simplistic
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Exposure Pathway Diagram
– Summarizes
• Contaminants
• Release mechanisms
• Exposure media
• Receptors
• Complete and incomplete exposure pathways
– Advantages
• Clearly shows complete and incomplete
exposure pathways
• Can display additional pathways as needed
– Disadvantages
• Not as detailed
• No spatial element
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Vertical profile
– Shows
• Estimated MEC depth distribution and max. depth
• Seed depth intervals
• MEC and seed detection depths
• Vertical distribution of items
• Land use interaction zone depths
• Bedrock depth, if known
• RA removal depth
– Advantages
• Can show all vertical data
• Assists RAO development
– Disadvantages
• Only shows vertical data
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DEPICTING THE CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL, CONT’D.
 Other methods
– Project data maps
• Geophysical data
• Anomaly density
• Intrusive results
• High use and low use areas
(HUAs and LUAs) and No
Evidence of Use (NEU) areas
– And whatever else you come
up with

DGM data
Anomaly density

HUA
HUA

LUA

Intrusive results

HUA

LUA

HUAs and LUAs

HUA

HUA
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
 CSM describes what we currently know
about the site
– Also identifies data gaps
 CSM is dynamic
– Requires continual refinement
– Should be updated after completion of
each project phase
 CSM data can, and should, be displayed
in multiple ways
 CSM supports both DQO and RAO
development
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The CSM is the core of the project
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QUESTIONS?
When does
she leave?

April 2021

Satchmo
August 2021

May 2021

Rruffins
June 2021
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